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so                                                                              
and good morning ladies and gentlemen                                           
welcome to ask the theologian i'm dr                                            
randy white and it is                                                           
wednesday on wednesday we study the                                             
gospel of john we'll do it tonight at 6                                         
p.m looking forward to that                                                     
yesterday we got cut off prematurely                                            
it happened sometimes in technology you                                         
know                                                                            
all the way that it goes but uh here we                                         
are i'm at the                                                                  
mountaintop studio this morning i hope                                          
you are having a delightful                                                     
day and time wherever you are                                                   
and i am looking forward to taking your                                         
biblical theological                                                            
and worldview questions i want to start                                         
from a friend who sent me um                                                    
uh an email about a conversation he was                                         
having with a friend                                                            
and the conversation had to do with the                                         
kingdom of god                                                                  
i have with his permission taken the                                            
liberty of uh taking some of that email                                         
and uh sharing it uh with you let's talk                                        
a little bit about the kingdom as i've                                          
said many times before                                                          
i think that the misunderstanding of the                                        
kingdom                                                                         
is the big kahuna it is the one                                                 
in which there is misunderstanding over                                         
and over and over and over again                                                
and uh and and that                                                             
a a messed up kingdom understanding                                             
messes up so many other things                                                  
we'll uh see it here uh in                                                      
uh just a moment as we go but let's uh                                          
let's look at the response                                                      
basically it was a very simple uh kind                                          
of                                                                              
interaction in which the uh fella was                                           
using kingdom thrown out here and there                                         
like a                                                                          
standard evangelical and my friend said                                         
hey wait a minute                                                               
is that really are you using that                                               
correctly                                                                       
and uh here's a little bit of the                                               
response he said                                                                
kingdom clearly refers to the following                                         
concepts in the in the word of god                                              
if you will study them for yourselves                                           
you will surely come to the same                                                
conclusion                                                                      
first of all i do it too you do it too                                          
but we probably should not                                                      



assume that the person we're talking to                                         
has never opened up a book they've never                                        
looked at this they've never studied it                                         
it basically what what he should have                                           
said and what i should say too again i'm                                        
not                                                                             
really going to uh condemn him too much                                         
on this one because i do the same thing                                         
but you should have said as i see it                                            
instead of well if you would study it                                           
yourself you will                                                               
surely come to the same conclusion truth                                        
is                                                                              
a lot of very strong very                                                       
powerful very well-read theologians                                             
who could work circles around you                                               
studied the kingdom                                                             
and came up with something different                                            
as a matter of fact if you want to see                                          
the best                                                                        
work on the kingdom of god that's ever                                          
been done it's about this thick                                                 
three volumes called the theocratic                                             
kingdom it goes through every single                                            
scripture that                                                                  
mentions the kingdom every single                                               
scripture that                                                                  
implies a kingdom it thoroughly looks at                                        
them it looks at all of the scholarship                                         
of the day                                                                      
granted it's 100 years old looks at all                                         
of the scholarship of the day                                                   
and comes to a conclusion so i might                                            
say if you would read the theocratic                                            
kingdom by george peters                                                        
you would come to the same conclusion                                           
now                                                                             
here's the conclusions that this                                                
particular                                                                      
minister comes to and let me also say                                           
i've said this a number of times                                                
it's it's always the                                                            
those in ministry that are the toughest                                         
nuts to crack                                                                   
because they've been to the seminary                                            
and the professor at the seminary told                                          
them                                                                            
and he had a footnote therefore it's                                            
true                                                                            
well we all know that's not true but it                                         
happens let's uh                                                                
go on uh so you'll come to the same                                             
conclusion conclusion                                                           
number one the davidic kingdom so here's                                        
the the the kingdom                                                             
is the following concepts number one the                                        
davidic kingdom in which israel as a                                            
nation will rule                                                                
all nations through king jesus from                                             
jerusalem for one thousand years this                                           
shows that the person                                                           
is a pre-millennialist this shows that                                          



the person has been                                                             
introduced to dispensationalism probably                                        
doesn't know much about it                                                      
uh or probably uh not well-versed in it                                         
but that is the dispensational view                                             
of the kingdom and might i add that is                                          
the biblical view of the kingdom                                                
i think that all kingdom references                                             
come right here to number one the                                               
davidic theocratic                                                              
kingdom in which messiah really                                                 
will rule the nations with a rod of iron                                        
for that thousand year period and that's                                        
just the first thousand year                                                    
period that we know of it's a king he                                           
shall reign forever and ever                                                    
then he goes on to number two the                                               
heavenly kingdom                                                                
or heaven now                                                                   
there is heaven and there is the kingdom                                        
of god                                                                          
but i want you to notice uh three things                                        
that are done here as we read                                                   
the heavenly kingdom now i want you to                                          
go down to the end                                                              
often used as a synonym for salvation                                           
so the kingdom of god is the heavenly                                           
kingdom                                                                         
is heaven is salvation                                                          
that all of a sudden begins to tell you                                         
we're playing loose and easy free and                                           
easy with                                                                       
terminology here the heavenly kingdom                                           
which is inherited by faith                                                     
um i we've talked about this we need to                                         
do a further study                                                              
i'm i i think if it's by faith                                                  
and a gift it's not really an                                                   
inheritance                                                                     
we could look at that in the scripture                                          
and we will someday but                                                         
let's let that aside inherited by faith                                         
in the death of jesus by all who are                                            
born again                                                                      
we've talked about that we'll leave that                                        
one aside as well whether they're jews                                          
or gentiles                                                                     
and is often used as the synonym for                                            
salvation okay                                                                  
so the kingdom of god is your salvation                                         
experience                                                                      
uh the kingdom of god is going to heaven                                        
the kingdom of god is the church now                                            
this is a                                                                       
very standard evangelical answer it came                                        
from the catholics taken by the                                                 
protestants                                                                     
adopted by the evangelicals and then                                            
sometimes it even gets into                                                     
fundamentalist circles though                                                   
fundamentalists tend to be better not                                           
always                                                                          



but tend to be better at reading the                                            
scripture for                                                                   
for what it says now i think when you                                           
look at it                                                                      
let's again just take this little                                               
definition so one                                                               
concept of the kingdom in the word of                                           
god he says                                                                     
is the heavenly kingdom i suppose that                                          
the place to go would be to look for                                            
terms of kingdom of heaven and                                                  
then say is the kingdom of heaven                                               
the kingdom which is inherited by faith                                         
for jews and gentiles and is the same of                                        
salvation                                                                       
well let's pull them up let's look at                                           
just a                                                                          
few of them like matthew chapter 3 verse                                        
2.                                                                              
repent ye for                                                                   
salvation is at hand                                                            
for heaven is at hand it doesn't really                                         
work too much of course you have the                                            
same in 4 17. let's go to this one                                              
matthew chapter 5                                                               
verse 3. blessed are the poor in spirit                                         
for theirs is the heavenly kingdom i                                            
know i changed those words just a little                                        
bit                                                                             
theirs is the kingdom of heaven which i                                         
suppose is the heavenly kingdom                                                 
so to have the heavenly kingdom                                                 
you have to be poor in spirit                                                   
somehow surely if you spin                                                      
fast enough faster faster                                                       
eventually you can get that is by grace                                         
through faith                                                                   
and if you spun that one fast enough                                            
keep going                                                                      
faster because you get down to verse 10                                         
blessed are they which are persecuted                                           
for                                                                             
righteousness sake for theirs is the                                            
kingdom so if you're poor in spirit                                             
if you uh are persecuted                                                        
then you get the kingdom or by grace                                            
through faith                                                                   
also i suppose um                                                               
uh let's uh see here just so many that i                                        
mean there's 32 passages                                                        
here let's take here's one                                                      
not everyone that sayeth unto me lord                                           
lord shall enter into the kingdom of god                                        
but the one who receives this                                                   
excuse me i started reading my                                                  
evangelical guide                                                               
he that doeth the will of my                                                    
father which is in heaven                                                       
hmm he that do with                                                             
the will of my father uh                                                        
let's see ah here's one that relates to                                         
something that's going to come up                                               



later i say unto you many shall come                                            
from                                                                            
the east and the west and shall sit down                                        
with abraham isaac and jacob                                                    
in the kingdom of heaven but the                                                
children of the kingdom                                                         
shall be cast out just file that in the                                         
back of your head                                                               
now uh what i want you to notice again                                          
there's these uh 32 passages                                                    
of the kingdom of heaven and i think                                            
what we find is they don't go                                                   
with this idea that there's this                                                
heavenly kingdom which is the same as                                           
heaven                                                                          
which is the same as salvation in the                                           
bible there is a thing called salvation                                         
the bible calls it                                                              
salvation there is a thing in the bible                                         
called heaven and the bible calls it                                            
heaven                                                                          
and there is a thing in the bible called                                        
the kingdom and the bible calls it the                                          
kingdom                                                                         
i think that when you read someone                                              
else's writing                                                                  
let them determine the meaning of the                                           
words                                                                           
let them determine what they're                                                 
communicating and if they tell you                                              
it's a kingdom let it be a kingdom if                                           
it's heaven let it be heaven if it's                                            
salvation                                                                       
let it be heaven let it be salvation now                                        
he goes on to say by the way the gospel                                         
started before paul it is wrong to say                                          
that the gospel is not in matthew                                               
mark luke and john now                                                          
this of course again is very standard                                           
evangelicalism                                                                  
it's covenant theology at the best                                              
progressive dispensationalism                                                   
and it views the gospel                                                         
prior to the foundations                                                        
of the gospel it of course views                                                
it would they i suppose they would say                                          
well you know the apostles were trusting                                        
in advance in the death burial and                                              
resurrection of jesus christ                                                    
and yet the very simplest reading of the                                        
gospel says they were not trusting that                                         
in advance you remember jesus told them                                         
they did not understand jesus told them                                         
huh it's not going to happen                                                    
get thee behind me satan i mean over and                                        
over again you get this                                                         
these stories they did not even                                                 
comprehend that jesus was going to die                                          
be buried and rose again even after                                             
jesus said i'm going to die and be                                              
buried and rose again                                                           
and i know they didn't understand                                               



because                                                                         
the text very clearly says it so if they                                        
didn't understand                                                               
they were not placing their faith in the                                        
completed work of jesus christ                                                  
i think it would be absolutely                                                  
impossible to                                                                   
say that prior to the ascension of jesus                                        
they were trusting in the death burial                                          
and resurrection of jesus christ for                                            
their personal salvation                                                        
you cannot build that from matthew mark                                         
luke and john                                                                   
since you cannot build it from matthew                                          
mark luke and john                                                              
i think that we would have to say well                                          
guess what it's not there                                                       
jesus was living under the law                                                  
and he was speaking to people who were                                          
under the law and again that's                                                  
very very clear he goes on to say mark                                          
was writing to                                                                  
romans not jews do you know how he knows                                        
that                                                                            
because he read it in an evangelical                                            
book                                                                            
there's nothing in the gospel of mark                                           
that says                                                                       
oh this is your dear brother jewish                                             
brother mark writing unto ye romans                                             
it's not in there that's made up                                                
by the parrots uh                                                               
you know polly wants a cracker uh they                                          
repeated it over and over and over again                                        
and it's true then it's                                                         
true mark wrote to the romans well what                                         
about luke who did luke write to                                                
well luke was writing to the greeks                                             
you mean the ones that hadn't existed                                           
since                                                                           
uh rome took over greece there's no                                             
difference really between a roman and a                                         
greek                                                                           
in that part of the world uh it's the                                           
greco-roman world                                                               
and there's nothing in the gospel of                                            
luke that says                                                                  
i'm writing to you greeks uh he uses a                                          
greek word theophilus                                                           
doesn't prove anything we won't go into                                         
it                                                                              
jesus preached the gospel this is a um                                          
uh who's that uh fella um ray comfort                                           
you know the way of the master and he                                           
uses the rich young ruler which of                                              
course                                                                          
read the rich young ruler you know how                                          
can i inherit eternal life                                                      
obey the commandments that's what he                                            
says says                                                                       
zero about faith obey the commandments                                          
take everything you have go sell it give                                        



it to the poor                                                                  
if a missionary did that today                                                  
we should call them off the field for                                           
heresy                                                                          
if if a missionary preached the gospel                                          
like jesus preached the gospel                                                  
we should call them off the field for                                           
heresy honestly                                                                 
because that's exactly what it would be                                         
now                                                                             
uh he goes on to say the four gospels                                           
are just                                                                        
as much for us as they are for the jews                                         
can i back up just a second here i guess                                        
i can because it's my program can't i                                           
uh the uh the the                                                               
the mark to romans luke writing to the                                          
greeks                                                                          
actually all of the gospels are to                                              
present jesus                                                                   
it presents jesus to the chinese it                                             
presents them to the jews it presents                                           
jesus to everybody                                                              
this is jesus and jesus we are                                                  
expressly told in the scripture                                                 
jesus was a minister of the circumcision                                        
confirming the promises to the father                                           
romans 15 8 this is what he did so                                              
matthew mark luke and john show us jesus                                        
and they show us jesus for what he was                                          
a minister of the circumcision                                                  
confirming the promises to the fathers                                          
now with that goes on to say the four                                           
gospels are                                                                     
just as much for us as they are for the                                         
jews                                                                            
because the jews need to understand that                                        
jesus                                                                           
is son of god sent minister of the                                              
circumcision                                                                    
confirming the promises to the fathers                                          
that                                                                            
the work that he did allowed him to                                             
become lord both of the dead                                                    
and of the living romans 14 9 and                                               
certainly                                                                       
gentiles need to know that jews need to                                         
know that no doubt about                                                        
it then he goes on to say it's very                                             
dangerous to write off everything the                                           
gospels say                                                                     
as if it doesn't apply to us because it                                         
does                                                                            
well it does as long as you're                                                  
learning who jesus is                                                           
now if you're trying to get salvation                                           
out of                                                                          
this well then not everyone who saith                                           
unto me lord lord will enter into the                                           
kingdom of heaven but everyone who doeth                                        
the will of                                                                     
my father which is in heaven this                                               



applies to us you can just go through a                                         
cursory reading of the sermon on the                                            
mount                                                                           
and you will see that we do not apply it                                        
directly to us today                                                            
we simply don't uh we we wouldn't even                                          
believe it                                                                      
if it was applied directly to us today                                          
he's certainly speaking to a people who                                         
have a context                                                                  
now i could i could spend the rest of                                           
the hour proving that                                                           
i think i'd probably just talk to all                                           
blue in the face and not uh                                                     
uh make much uh movement but                                                    
um going on to say what was new with                                            
paul                                                                            
that is it's not the gospel but what was                                        
new with paul                                                                   
the mystery which he wrote was                                                  
specifically new information on the                                             
church's composition of both                                                    
jews and gentiles and teaching regarding                                        
the church which had been hidden                                                
the gospels don't contain any revelation                                        
about the church or about                                                       
god's will to save gentiles                                                     
remember that                                                                   
just a moment ago many shall come from                                          
the east and the west and shall sit down                                        
with abraham and isaac and jacob                                                
in the kingdom of heaven looks to me                                            
like you got                                                                    
gentiles coming in you could find of                                            
course many other                                                               
passages uh about uh this uh                                                    
so so much in this little section right                                         
here i would agree with let's go to                                             
number three                                                                    
again what are we talking about the                                             
kingdom has the following concepts                                              
clearly it has the following concepts in                                        
the word of god                                                                 
number three the rule authority lordship                                        
of christ                                                                       
god not a physical kingdom now                                                  
i think we call this rule authority and                                         
lordship                                                                        
sometimes we might call it sovereignty                                          
how is number three                                                             
different from number two i'm not really                                        
sure                                                                            
uh but i think what we need to say is                                           
there is a kingdom there is heaven there                                        
is                                                                              
individual salvation offered by grace                                           
through faith                                                                   
there is the sovereignty of god these                                           
are different things                                                            
let's talk about them as they are                                               
different things                                                                
now goes on to tell my friend take time                                         



to look through the 154 references of                                           
the new testament and you'll be                                                 
surprised                                                                       
how many of them are at this level i                                            
suppose he's talking about this level                                           
right here this not                                                             
a physical kingdom now uh i have taken                                          
time                                                                            
i've spent 10 years probably studying                                           
this issue of the kingdom                                                       
and uh you only see them at that level                                          
if you read them through your                                                   
evangelical lens i need to get me some                                          
evangelical glasses don't i                                                     
if you read them through the evangelical                                        
lens                                                                            
then you say oh yeah this is about the                                          
general sovereignty of god                                                      
but the general sovereignty of god is                                           
the general sovereignty of god                                                  
and you can separate those and it really                                        
brings great enlightenment when you do                                          
now he goes on to say what's the true                                           
interpretation of this verse luke 14 33                                         
so likewise whosoever                                                           
he be of you that forsaketh not                                                 
all that he has he cannot be                                                    
my disciple the question is what's the                                          
true interpretation of the verse                                                
i think the true interpretation of the                                          
verse is this the one                                                           
whosoever does not forsake                                                      
that's the true interpretation of the of                                        
can you believe he thinks you're                                                
supposed to forsake it what a crazy                                             
preacher he's got a high altitude or                                            
something's got to him                                                          
the evangelicals don't want to go there                                         
where did they ever get such an idea                                            
that you forsake everything you can't be                                        
unless you forsake everything you can't                                         
be my just where'd they get such an idea                                        
well we got it from like luke 14 33                                             
and we figure out what does it mean to                                          
forsake                                                                         
everything remember if the plain sins                                           
makes common sense seek no other sense                                          
or you'll come up with nonsense                                                 
what's the plain sense of forsake                                               
everything well                                                                 
you say i don't think he means to give                                          
up                                                                              
everything but then                                                             
you uh take i don't know like a                                                 
zacchaeus who went and sold everything                                          
i guess maybe he understood that way you                                        
take the rich young ruler in which jesus                                        
said                                                                            
go sell everything you have and give it                                         
to the poor then come follow me                                                 
hmm looks like you forsook everything                                           
you read the fourth chapter                                                     



second third fourth chapters of the book                                        
of acts                                                                         
oh yeah they they forsook everything                                            
maybe because the words of jesus were to                                        
forsake                                                                         
everything now you say well why doesn't                                         
randy forsake everything because                                                
randy rightly divides the word of truth                                         
and randy says i'm not in the kingdom                                           
the kingdom's not being offered to me                                           
the standards of                                                                
entrance into the kingdom are not mine                                          
and uh it's not a requirement for my                                            
personal and individual salvation                                               
these have to be separated from one                                             
another keep the kingdom                                                        
out of salvation and you will solve                                             
a world of problems in the scripture now                                        
honestly the only other thing you can do                                        
again let's look at the verse here                                              
whosoever of you be whosoever be of you                                         
that forsaketh not                                                              
all that he hath he cannot be my                                                
disciple                                                                        
you either have to take it for what that                                        
says                                                                            
or you have to make something up                                                
it's really all you can do you can say                                          
well it means in your heart you have to                                         
forsake everything                                                              
those dumb dumb dumb disciples like                                             
barnabas who sold everything when they                                          
didn't have to                                                                  
what other idiots they were it was just                                         
in their heart                                                                  
they needed to do that                                                          
you're making stuff up he's it's                                                
again to to interpret the scripture                                             
take the simple things first                                                    
the things that are not hard to                                                 
understand at all oh                                                            
at all use those as the bedrock of your                                         
foundation                                                                      
and build upon those let the difficult                                          
scriptures be interpreted by the easy                                           
scriptures                                                                      
frankly luke 14 33 is an easy scripture                                         
now the only reason that                                                        
have to spin it is if you                                                       
take luke 14 33 which is                                                        
spoken by the minister of the                                                   
circumcision confirming the promises of                                         
the fathers                                                                     
the fathers were promises of the fathers                                        
were the kingdom promises                                                       
so jesus is speaking and confirming the                                         
kingdom promises he's telling the people                                        
of the kingdom promises how to get it                                           
now                                                                             
if you take kingdom to be synonymous                                            
with salvation                                                                  
buddy you better sell everything you                                            



have                                                                            
it's the only choice or you better say                                          
forsake doesn't mean forsake                                                    
and if you say forsake doesn't mean                                             
forsake                                                                         
it's a simple word if you say forsake                                           
doesn't mean forsake disciple doesn't                                           
mean disciple                                                                   
god doesn't mean god saved doesn't mean                                         
saved                                                                           
faith doesn't mean faith gift doesn't                                           
mean gift                                                                       
there's no place to stop uh and                                                 
as far as i'm concerned again why not uh                                        
take a passage like luke 14 33                                                  
uh just let it be what it is whosoever                                          
not uh forsaketh uh                                                             
let's um just look at that uh word                                              
apostaso that is uh                                                             
uh to to no longer stand there                                                  
uh is uh the word there                                                         
he sent them away he bid them for well                                          
forsake                                                                         
uh took leave of his brethren bade thee                                         
for well take                                                                   
leave of them it is uh so                                                       
oops i pushed the wrong button there                                            
didn't i uh                                                                     
sorry about that there we go that's what                                        
happens when you operate things on your                                         
own                                                                             
uh but uh uh the the word forsake again                                         
let the bible interpret the bible read                                          
it grammatically                                                                
contextually uh literally                                                       
you'll come up with it now this                                                 
friend of a friend he says what's the                                           
interpretation of this verse he gives us                                        
one                                                                             
it means that we should make christ the                                         
number one                                                                      
in our hearts and in our hearts and                                             
affections and be                                                               
willing to give up all for him if he                                            
wants us to                                                                     
that is not the meaning of words you                                            
made it up                                                                      
now can i take let's uh call this                                               
person bob i don't know what his name is                                        
um                                                                              
so uh                                                                           
can i take bob's words right here it                                            
means that we should make                                                       
christ number one in our hearts and                                             
affections                                                                      
what bob means is that                                                          
we should drive chevrolets it's very                                            
clear this is what bob means we should                                          
drive                                                                           
chevrolets now bob's probably saying no                                         
no no no i didn't say anything about                                            
chevrolet's                                                                     



it doesn't matter bob because it's                                              
really the                                                                      
how i interpret it what it means to me                                          
that's what matters and i know that what                                        
you're meaning to communicate is that we                                        
should drive chevrolets                                                         
now if that's not fair with bob's words                                         
is it fair with the words of jesus                                              
when we can take this you know the word                                         
forsake and the greek word behind it                                            
it's not a very unusual word that we                                            
just don't have any comparison and we're                                        
trying to stretch a little bit and try                                          
to figure out                                                                   
it it means forsake                                                             
leave walk away from it that's what it                                          
means                                                                           
it doesn't mean make christ number one                                          
in your heart                                                                   
it's evangelicalism it's it's it's                                              
fuzzy it feels good it's warm it's                                              
nice to you know say oh we should make                                          
christ number one in our heart and we                                           
should                                                                          
i don't have a problem with making                                              
christ number one in our hearts and                                             
affections                                                                      
being willing to give up all for him if                                         
he wants us to the problem is here                                              
he has mixed pauline theology                                                   
with what jesus actually said and what                                          
you've got to do is separate these                                              
and uh there's no need to                                                       
to not let jesus say what jesus wants to                                        
say                                                                             
because you're insisting on injecting                                           
paul                                                                            
into jesus keep them separate                                                   
understand what jesus is doing as a                                             
minister of the circumcision                                                    
what paul is doing as a minister of                                             
personal salvation                                                              
and keep those separate and it works                                            
beautifully when you do that                                                    
uh and uh he goes on to say doing so                                            
doesn't saved us we're saved by faith                                           
alone                                                                           
this is what the evangelicals have to do                                        
all the time                                                                    
forsake everything uh the                                                       
can't say that no no no no no jesus                                             
meant make                                                                      
make me number one king of my life i                                            
crown thee now                                                                  
and yet that doesn't save you always                                            
have to put in                                                                  
that doesn't save you it's by grace                                             
through faith you better do it                                                  
it doesn't save you at all it's a free                                          
gift of god                                                                     
if you don't do it you're not saved and                                         
there's so much                                                                 



spin that goes on that honestly                                                 
young adults today i know some of them                                          
are snowflakes                                                                  
but they're pretty                                                              
scientific thinkers and they look at                                            
that and say this                                                               
people are making stuff up christianity                                         
is made up                                                                      
i'm i'm forsaking it i'm walking away                                           
um so they always have to put in you                                            
know they're doing so doesn't save us                                           
but the response of believers is to                                             
become disciples                                                                
now he said you can't be disciples                                              
unless you forsake                                                              
all uh but you know forsaking all                                               
doesn't save you                                                                
even though that's kind of what that                                            
sentence says uh                                                                
so we we we're saved by faith and we put                                        
our action into ob                                                              
i don't know let's not talk about this                                          
anymore                                                                         
this is what paul james john and all the                                        
biblical writers would desire                                                   
us to do now if you mean uh                                                     
put christ first probably we should say                                         
put god first because                                                           
um jesus was                                                                    
at least not incarnate obviously we                                             
believe in the eternal son of god                                               
uh all of them want us to put god first                                         
yeah                                                                            
but that's called covenant theology uh                                          
and this is the problem with                                                    
dispensationalism today is                                                      
it forsook dispensationalism has                                                
forsaken dispensationalism                                                      
walked away from it and taken covenant                                          
theology and now is using it with a                                             
little bit of premillennialism                                                  
and that's about all they've got this is                                        
what all the biblical writers would like                                        
us to do to                                                                     
live out our faith to demonstrate it to                                         
the world                                                                       
both through our words and through a                                            
transformed life well that's that's                                             
beautiful and i                                                                 
hope you do it and i hope i do it but                                           
that's not                                                                      
what the scripture is saying                                                    
goes in to say two things first of all                                          
uh really work on                                                               
separating out kingdom as davidic and                                           
theocratic                                                                      
always and ever when you do you'll find                                         
all of those verses                                                             
you thought were talking about the                                              
sovereignty of god or your salvation                                            
aren't really they all fit every one of                                         
them fit with a                                                                 



davidic theocratic future physical                                              
fraternal kingdom                                                               
then if you can't go there say no no no                                         
no i don't believe that                                                         
i would suggest at least recognize                                              
that a large portion                                                            
of um true dispensationalists                                                   
do separate kingdom from salvation                                              
so at least avoid the uh                                                        
the terminology except when you're going                                        
to use it in the way that's acceptable                                          
to everyone                                                                     
because clearly you want to please                                              
everyone so at least say                                                        
you're right i understand the viewpoint                                         
you're coming from i'm going to refer to                                        
salvation                                                                       
and i'm going to refer to kingdom and uh                                        
that will help uh                                                               
so much okay i spent a lot of time on                                           
that question didn't i                                                          
uh but uh delighted that each one of you                                        
are here for our little kingdom                                                 
discussion uh today uh and                                                      
uh i do uh want to let you know by the                                          
way                                                                             
at our weekly special at                                                        
dispensationalpublishing.com                                                    
there it is 20 off all books you can                                            
just click right uh                                                             
there i think i'll go back to that                                              
banner there you can just click right                                           
there                                                                           
and it will bring up uh the shop page                                           
look at that sale sale sale sale sale                                           
all those books are 20                                                          
off uh every single book on there is 20                                         
off don't need a coupon code anything uh                                        
just put it hey by the way                                                      
um speaking of 20 off you know if you                                           
i don't know if you sorted this by                                              
rate now by price let's sort by price                                           
and then we're going to start out of the                                        
cheapest                                                                        
which scofield bible's not really zero                                          
but you add some                                                                
options and it keeps adding up before                                           
you're done by the way but you can go                                           
say from this                                                                   
dollar 99 book um why is it that my                                             
books are the cheapest                                                          
but uh you can go let's go all the way i                                        
don't know to page 10                                                           
and yeah there it is the theocratic                                             
kingdom                                                                         
a three-volume set uh                                                           
just wonderful regular it's expensive                                           
149                                                                             
but look you save all that money 120                                            
instead uh just in case he wanted to                                            
study the kingdom                                                               
uh and uh by the way if a book's in                                             



stock                                                                           
it's on sale if it's out of stock it's                                          
on sale so                                                                      
even if it's on back order go ahead and                                         
do it now                                                                       
and uh take care of all that okay let's                                         
get it here right into your fresh                                               
questions uh for today                                                          
uh venus says if we're afraid does that                                         
mean we're not christians                                                       
well uh you know if you do not forsake                                          
all that you have and follow jesus                                              
including forsake your fears then you                                           
actually i don't believe that at all i                                          
think                                                                           
that uh let's speak of this in two                                              
two directions one let's speak of                                               
fear as phobia as                                                               
you know i'm afraid of uh                                                       
um i don't know i'm afraid of uh                                                
can i still be a christian and have a                                           
fear                                                                            
of these let's say physical issues out                                          
there i'm afraid of getting robbed i'm                                          
afraid of uh                                                                    
tripping and falling down the stairs i'm                                        
afraid                                                                          
uh that uh you know i'm gonna miss an                                           
episode of ask the theologian                                                   
i'm afraid that i might uh get the                                              
coronavirus                                                                     
uh yeah you can definitely be a                                                 
christian and have that kind of                                                 
phobia now on those kinds of phobia                                             
i think that an individual especially                                           
one who's a christian                                                           
ought to analyze those fears and                                                
uh say to themselves and many of them                                           
can do that                                                                     
totally by themselves by the way so                                             
let's say you know here i live up on the                                        
mountaintop let's say i'm afraid of                                             
bears                                                                           
and you know bears they're very scary                                           
things                                                                          
i'm terribly afraid of bears and so                                             
therefore i'm not going to go outside at                                        
night                                                                           
and i'm going to you know clean off a                                           
patio                                                                           
every night make sure there's not a                                             
breadcrumb or anything that bear might                                          
come from                                                                       
i am going to shut all the windows lock                                         
all the doors because a bear might come                                         
in                                                                              
now what should i do if i have that kind                                        
of fear of bears                                                                
well i should analyze the fear i should                                         
say                                                                             
do any of my neighbors have bears                                               
coming in their house no so far                                                 



do uh do um                                                                     
is there a lot of bear damage                                                   
no uh every now and then one will turn                                          
over a trash can                                                                
uh is there uh are there a lot of                                               
injuries in the local hospital of people                                        
who come                                                                        
in being attacked by bears                                                      
i i don't know of any in the five years                                         
i've been in taos i don't know                                                  
maybe there's you know maybe there's one                                        
i don't know but i think it's a very                                            
rare thing                                                                      
okay do i see bears on a regular                                                
occasion no                                                                     
no i don't okay so all that comes down                                          
to say                                                                          
my fear of bears is not founded in                                              
reality it's founded in my mind                                                 
now i want to have dominion                                                     
over myself and so having dominion over                                         
myself                                                                          
i want to say i've got an unfounded fear                                        
and i don't want to have that unfounded                                         
fear so i'm                                                                     
i'm going to stop it remember bob                                               
newhart stop it                                                                 
look it up if you haven't seen it bob                                           
newhart stop it i've got an unfounded                                           
fear claustrophobia                                                             
bears spiders whatever it is                                                    
i'm just gonna i'm going to stop it now                                         
you really can't do that i'm convinced                                          
anybody can stop their fears                                                    
it's not easy you sometimes need a                                              
little support                                                                  
group uh to uh to you you know to remind                                        
you there's no bear out there                                                   
uh it's gonna be good just go ahead go                                          
on out                                                                          
and uh uh                                                                       
and you can slowly over time anyone i                                           
think can convince themselves now                                               
you may need someone else to help                                               
i'm speaking very generally here in the                                         
u                                                                               
sometimes people need someone to help                                           
them a christian who is afraid needs                                            
someone to help them over that                                                  
fear just help them talk through some of                                        
those things just like we did with the                                          
bears there                                                                     
uh sometimes even maybe it's a husband                                          
or a family member                                                              
or or a friend or whatever that you can                                         
you can can say to you you know or you                                          
can say to them hey                                                             
i've got this fear it's unfounded will                                          
you tell me                                                                     
when to be afraid i think this is a                                             
wonderful thing this is                                                         
this is what husbands and wives can help                                        



each other do                                                                   
uh to to say honey i'll tell you when to                                        
worry                                                                           
uh you just leave it at that uh when i                                          
say worry                                                                       
it's time to get worried uh and and and                                         
walk away from the fears again                                                  
easier said than done but very doable                                           
every one of us i think have done this                                          
this is why you know when our                                                   
child falls down and skins up his knee                                          
when he falls off the bicycle every one                                         
of us                                                                           
parents knows get the kid on the bicycle                                        
as quick as we                                                                  
can uh and uh you know                                                          
uh we say something about oh my goodness                                        
you broke the sidewalk oh what are we                                           
gonna do about the sidewalk you better                                          
get up and get on that bike and run boy                                         
run                                                                             
because we want to help the child                                               
not concentrate on that fear sometimes                                          
we need a parent honestly is what uh we                                         
need                                                                            
now uh so christians might be afraid i'm                                        
kind of afraid of the future honestly                                           
and i say that you know not uh in you                                           
know my salvation and in the rapture and                                        
all that but i'm afraid for america                                             
uh in the future that's going to come                                           
i'm afraid for                                                                  
uh the kind of a world that we are                                              
moving into for my children and my                                              
grandchildren                                                                   
uh now i try to manage those fears                                              
i sometimes uh yesterday i came home and                                        
i chopped wood because i thought that'll                                        
you know clear my mind um you just got                                          
to do this                                                                      
now there's a second thing and uh                                               
this is the fear of god i believe a                                             
couple of weeks ago we talked about                                             
should a christian have the fear of god                                         
uh i think as christians we are                                                 
in christ and being in christ                                                   
we want to have a reverence for the                                             
father that christ would have for the                                           
father                                                                          
but the fear of god like you see more in                                        
let's just generalize it and say old                                            
testament type                                                                  
i think now you know we have been given                                         
the opportunity in christ to                                                    
come near to the throne of grace with                                           
boldness                                                                        
because we are covered in the blood of                                          
jesus christ and so even that fear is                                           
very different uh that is given uh                                              
appreciate uh                                                                   
uh that thank you uh let's go up to                                             
washington state uh did i hear you                                              



correctly last week say word order in                                           
greek is not necessarily                                                        
always linear uh in chronological order                                         
stop right there before i get to the                                            
rest of the question yes you did                                                
in english mostly there's some exception                                        
in english as well                                                              
but in english you have a subject                                               
followed by a verb                                                              
followed by a direct object now you                                             
could in a poetic se                                                            
way say uh the ball the boy hit                                                 
but if that was written down the ball                                           
the boy hit                                                                     
you you're you would stop and say wait                                          
wait wait wait wait what's going on here                                        
and there are some i don't have of right                                        
off the top of my head but there are                                            
some                                                                            
uh means that you can put put together                                          
there that i think you would                                                    
even say you you can't you can't                                                
just switch those around so we have a                                           
preferred word order that is sometimes                                          
required                                                                        
and our preferred word order is subject                                         
verb direct object then sometimes                                               
followed by indirect object                                                     
now a clause may change that about now                                          
in greek                                                                        
literally you can uh                                                            
you can take the greek nouns                                                    
along with uh typically let's go ahead                                          
and attach them to their definite                                               
articles if they've got one                                                     
and then you could take the verbs and                                           
you could take the conjunctions                                                 
and in in a reasonable manner you could                                         
throw them                                                                      
all in stir them up and and pull them                                           
out and say okay this one's got to be                                           
the ver this one's definitely the verb                                          
and the verb                                                                    
is in the first person singular so that                                         
can't go with                                                                   
the boy because that's the third person                                         
singular it's got to go with i                                                  
so here and you could you could put that                                        
sentence together just pulling the words                                        
out                                                                             
uh now uh so you're right                                                       
it's the not the word order the word                                            
order in greek                                                                  
is for emphasis uh                                                              
and why why did you you know put this at                                        
the beginning of the sentence rather                                            
than that at the beginning of the                                               
sentence                                                                        
uh now so so yes you heard that                                                 
correctly                                                                       
now to the specific question that                                               
relates uh to                                                                   



this the question is would acts 13                                              
48 apply uh and                                                                 
let's uh pull up acts 13 48                                                     
in the english and the greek here uh                                            
and the scripture says in the upper                                             
right hand corner of your screen when                                           
the gentiles heard this                                                         
they were glad and glorified the word of                                        
the lord and as                                                                 
many as were ordained to eternal life                                           
believed now this is the part of the                                            
sentence that                                                                   
jamie is asking about so we'll look at                                          
that in the word order she goes on to                                           
say calvinist claim that regeneration                                           
must precede                                                                    
our ability to believe uh based upon the                                        
word                                                                            
order now the word order in english                                             
as many as were ordained to eternal                                             
life believed let's look at the greek                                           
let's get it                                                                    
nice and big and                                                                
here you have okay and                                                          
believed as many as were                                                        
appointed to life eternal                                                       
now this sentence right here                                                    
uh can be                                                                       
uh switched around the emphasis i would                                         
say                                                                             
is unbelieved uh                                                                
so the gentiles heard this                                                      
they were glad they glorified the word                                          
of the lord                                                                     
it is believed that is the emphasis                                             
now who believed it does then                                                   
uh describe the believers as                                                    
many as get that highlight                                                      
as many as were appointed this really                                           
it's uh i'm gonna speak uh kind of                                              
generally pardon me uh for the                                                  
grammarians here as many as were were                                           
appointed                                                                       
is the subject uh now if we were                                                
diagramming we only want one line uh                                            
together but we're going to lump all                                            
that together                                                                   
as many as were appointed believe this                                          
is why the                                                                      
english word order is different than the                                        
greek word                                                                      
order it said the greek word order er is                                        
and believed as many as were appointed                                          
to life eternal                                                                 
okay now uh                                                                     
you've got uh two options to go with on                                         
this eternal life eternal                                                       
uh as many as were                                                              
appointed to life eternal                                                       
this uh life eternal                                                            
is the direct object and                                                        
a direct object goes with a verb                                                



now here we've got a                                                            
a verb which is this is in the nominativ                                        
which means the verb is                                                         
really part of the subject uh as many as                                        
were appointed                                                                  
appointed what need a direct object                                             
to eternal life now you could also by                                           
the way                                                                         
in it it also works as they believed                                            
unto eternal life as many as were                                               
appointed                                                                       
so that's totally an interpretive matter                                        
they believed unto eternal life as many                                         
as were appointed i don't think you come                                        
up with any doctrinal difference there                                          
you come up with same thing                                                     
i think here it's not so much a matter                                          
of word                                                                         
order that i would argue with the                                               
calvinist on                                                                    
it's a matter of their reading through                                          
their evangelical glasses now                                                   
what do i mean by that they have already                                        
predetermined                                                                   
that uh ordained to eternal life                                                
means selected god chose                                                        
these gentiles to go to heaven for him                                          
with him and he and those other gentiles                                        
he chose them                                                                   
to burn in hell forever for his glory uh                                        
that's the preconceived notion now i                                            
think                                                                           
let's just take uh this word here i                                             
think it's in the word ordained does it                                         
mean                                                                            
what they say it means as in election                                           
uh let's uh let's just pull up the uh                                           
greek strong's word here                                                        
and uh it is the word tasso                                                     
uh now tasso uh                                                                 
is uh to let's go right here to the                                             
first definition                                                                
to put in order okay uh                                                         
let's uh look at a couple of                                                    
the uh usages of it                                                             
uh here in the bible here we go uh so                                           
jesus appointed them i                                                          
am also a man set tasso                                                         
under authority uh                                                              
here they determined that paul and                                              
barnabas                                                                        
should go we could go down through and                                          
take a look at those                                                            
but to set in order now                                                         
let's take acts 13 48 again                                                     
and as many as were set                                                         
in order to eternal life                                                        
believed who oops                                                               
got my cameras wrong there there we go                                          
again who                                                                       
set them in order the calvinists say                                            
god did god set them in order                                                   



now remember tassel means to set it in                                          
order                                                                           
uh who um no                                                                    
no here we go there we go                                                       
you know my african violet's about to                                           
bloom you don't need a reason to live                                           
you need an african violet                                                      
these mugs are set in order                                                     
they're ordained they're elect                                                  
now they were just set in order and                                             
uh i happen to know that we printed this                                        
one before we                                                                   
we printed this one i set them in order                                         
now in the context of acts uh                                                   
1348 who                                                                        
set them in order to eternal life paul                                          
did                                                                             
he's been talking in the context there                                          
he's been telling them                                                          
this is the first time we see going back                                        
to earlier in the program                                                       
about where you find the gospel this is                                         
the first time                                                                  
the gospel as we know it has ever been                                          
proclaimed in the at least in the pages                                         
of scripture                                                                    
verses 38 and 39 be it known to you                                             
therefore men and brethren that through                                         
this man jesus                                                                  
is preached unto you the forgiveness of                                         
sins                                                                            
and by all that believe by him all that                                         
believe are                                                                     
justified from all things from which you                                        
could not be justified by the law of                                            
moses                                                                           
that clearly is our gospel                                                      
and paul set them in order and as many                                          
as he said in order                                                             
they believed this is what you and i                                            
ought to do by the way                                                          
so we go out uh witnessing and uh                                               
you know someone says oh what are you                                           
doing i'm i'm ordaining people to                                               
eternal life                                                                    
well you arrogant son of a gun well                                             
that's the that's the terminology to use                                        
here i'm setting some people in order                                           
for eternal life                                                                
i am going to go to them i am going to                                          
lay out right from the beginning when                                           
god                                                                             
in the beginning god i'm going to start                                         
right there and then i'm going to tell                                          
him how he created the heavens and the                                          
earth and he looked at all of it and he                                         
said it was very good and he had man in                                         
his own image having dominion                                                   
and then man uh had had that dominion                                           
stolen from him                                                                 
from him through trickery from the devil                                        
and the devil's had that dominion and                                           



he's the prince of the power in the air                                         
and mankind has been separated and                                              
thrown out here uh                                                              
working by the sweat of his brow and                                            
under a curse looking for a redeemer                                            
and finally in the fullness of time god                                         
sent forth his son                                                              
and uh here's the redeemer i had to skip                                        
a lot of that uh and uh                                                         
god sent forth his son and the                                                  
redemption was then made available and                                          
his son                                                                         
uh died buried rose again                                                       
ascended unto heaven as lord of the dead                                        
and the living and now he is                                                    
offering eternal life as a gift                                                 
to anybody man woman boy or girl i'm                                            
going out to set some people in order                                           
to tell them about all this i think when                                        
they understand what god has done                                               
they're going to say i believe                                                  
you set my thinking in order now it's                                           
not                                                                             
god that did that it's the witness that                                         
did that in this case it's paul that did                                        
that                                                                            
so i think here i don't think the greek                                         
word order                                                                      
makes any difference i think it's the                                           
excuse me the interpretation the                                                
understanding of the particular                                                 
word there thank you i appreciate that                                          
and                                                                             
let's go to tony in nebraska                                                    
and uh see let's see have you heard                                             
of the new literal standard                                                     
i always think it's funny when they use                                         
the word standard                                                               
especially if the new is with it like                                           
new american standard                                                           
there was an american standard but now                                          
this is the                                                                     
new american standard because the                                               
american standard                                                               
wasn't all that standard and it came                                            
from the english standard                                                       
none of our standards anyway have you                                           
heard of the new                                                                
literal standard version of the bible is                                        
supposed to be                                                                  
a revision of young's literal                                                   
translation                                                                     
i have not heard about it uh                                                    
but uh let's just see what we've got                                            
here                                                                            
um let's see the new litter literal                                             
standard                                                                        
let's see literal standard version would                                        
this                                                                            
yes uh                                                                          
two sites that come up one's a news                                             
article i'm gonna pull this ah here we                                          



go                                                                              
uh the lsv literal standard version of                                          
the bible                                                                       
a translation with formal equivalence                                           
that points to christ                                                           
um a translation faithful to the                                                
original languages                                                              
of beauty elegance and accuracy                                                 
um that's literal but easy to read                                              
okay there's already a couple of things                                         
that that worry me about there                                                  
formal equivalence that's that means                                            
literal                                                                         
uh they don't they don't try to tell you                                        
what it meant they just say what it says                                        
that points to christ now that on                                               
that's an oxymoron uh formal                                                    
equivalence is let it say                                                       
what it says if it points to great                                              
dragon in the sky                                                               
let it point to a great dragon in the                                           
sky don't twist those things so that's                                          
that's that's a little bit of oxymoron                                          
maybe the marketing people did that                                             
but uh the translator should have caught                                        
that and said                                                                   
hey wait wait wait wait wait wait wait                                          
wait wait formal equivalences                                                   
that's the words it might point                                                 
to you know klondike bars                                                       
that's whatever it points to it points                                          
to you can't use that as marketing for                                          
the literal standard version                                                    
that's what i would have said uh so                                             
i worried about that uh faithful to the                                         
original languages again it says                                                
beauty elegance and accuracy you can do                                         
formal equivalence in that way                                                  
but that's literal but easy to read                                             
uh now again there's a little bit of an                                         
oxymoron there                                                                  
and and you can see it by the word but                                          
but cancels that everything you just                                            
said                                                                            
literal but easy to read what if the                                            
formal equivalent is not easy                                                   
well in that case we set aside the                                              
formal equivalent and we go with the                                            
easy to read i don't want that if if                                            
it's uh written                                                                 
difficult with with difficulty                                                  
understanding it leave the difficulty                                           
there let me                                                                    
let me try to figure that out instead of                                        
uh you                                                                          
uh doing that so                                                                
let's uh look at a couple of things uh                                          
let's see a translation for the new                                             
millennium                                                                      
i don't know it was different about                                             
words but anyway                                                                
a modern literal word for word english                                          



translation of the holy scriptures i                                            
want to know what they're translating                                           
a significant improvement over previous                                         
literal                                                                         
translations including robert young's                                           
excellent                                                                       
young's literal now i want to know how                                          
did they                                                                        
impr what's this significant improvement                                        
uh                                                                              
and young's literal of course is                                                
not meant to be what they say you know                                          
elegant and beautiful and what it's not                                         
meant to be that it's just meant to even                                        
keep the same word order as much as is                                          
possible into the                                                               
english language keep all that there uh                                         
not meant to be easy to read                                                    
it's not meant to be beautiful any of                                           
that so                                                                         
uh i'm i'm concerned that maybe they're                                         
getting away from that                                                          
accurate translation preservation of the                                        
verb tenses that's good                                                         
consistent use of words whenever                                                
possible that's                                                                 
that's mostly good what they mean is                                            
uh we're always going to take a word and                                        
translate it the same way                                                       
i basically i like that consistent use                                          
of words wherever possible                                                      
however we don't speak that way in                                              
english                                                                         
and so we use different words to refer                                          
to the                                                                          
same things king james i think did a                                            
very good job                                                                   
at at understanding                                                             
that uh this is the way the english                                             
language work and we're translating into                                        
english but                                                                     
for the most part that's good the most                                          
literal translation of the holy bible                                           
they say                                                                        
and                                                                             
here's one here glory given to god                                              
capitalized pronouns and other nouns                                            
forms are used of other noun forms                                              
are used for god christ and the holy                                            
spirit and christophanies                                                       
capitalize pronouns and other noun forms                                        
okay uh                                                                         
that king james decided not to do that                                          
for the most part because                                                       
that's somebody's interpretation that                                           
again                                                                           
would would would cause me                                                      
to say who who's doing that                                                     
uh who is the one that's that's carrying                                        
that out                                                                        
uh now let me see                                                               
um                                                                              



h covenant press that would worry me                                            
i don't know who covenant press is                                              
publisher of the                                                                
ccc who is the ccc                                                              
the christian conservation corps                                                
civilian council covenant christian                                             
coalition                                                                       
um i'm obviously not a covenant                                                 
theologian they've got the same web                                             
designer                                                                        
i can tell that uh international                                                
evangelical                                                                     
post-denominational coalition of                                                
churches                                                                        
what they mean is ecumenical still                                              
faithful to                                                                     
uh promoting unity in the invisible                                             
church                                                                          
i don't believe in an invisible church                                          
uh                                                                              
here's their statement of faith we could                                        
have fun looking at that                                                        
let's just look very quickly at a few                                           
positions on the issues                                                         
abortion they're pro-life adultery                                              
i suppose they're against that alcohol                                          
consumption is permissible                                                      
and encouraged in some scriptures but                                           
moderation is necessary                                                         
anti-semitism is a form of racism                                               
um let's see                                                                    
embryonic still research never                                                  
permissible                                                                     
and gender roles are biblical must be                                           
withheld                                                                        
homosexuality is condemned                                                      
um                                                                              
yeah it's a uh conservative                                                     
uh i would say um                                                               
conservative covenant organization now                                          
with all that                                                                   
uh i'll go back and look i i want to                                            
know what the underlying translation is                                         
my guess is they're working more on the                                         
uh                                                                              
the the critical text than the texas                                            
receptors young's literal went on the                                           
texas receptus                                                                  
same as as the same text as the king                                            
james                                                                           
so first i've heard of it i would say                                           
there's reason to say                                                           
it might not be as literal as they think                                        
it is                                                                           
it's certainly not the standard and                                             
it is a version they got the v right uh                                         
it is a version thanks for bringing that                                        
uh to light tony i appreciate that                                              
uh let's see here                                                               
how am i doing uh have i got um                                                 
um                                                                              
i just keep going didn't i boy i've got                                         



all sorts of questions i think here                                             
um let's take bev up in uh saint croix                                          
county                                                                          
wisconsin relationship between isaiah 25                                        
4 and 28 15                                                                     
maybe i can answer that but let's                                               
uh see here isaiah 25 verse                                                     
4 for thou hast been a strength to the                                          
poor                                                                            
a strength to the needy in distress a                                           
refuge from the storm a shadow from the                                         
heat                                                                            
when the blast of a terrible one is                                             
a storm against the wall                                                        
uh and we're going to compare that                                              
to 28 15                                                                        
because ye have said we have made a                                             
covenant with                                                                   
death and with hell are we at agreement                                         
with the overflowing scourge                                                    
uh shall pass when the overflowing                                              
scourge shall pass through                                                      
it shall not come unto us for we have                                           
made lies our refuge                                                            
under falsehood we have hid ourselves                                           
okay                                                                            
now this is what um                                                             
what the the wicked ones are saying uh                                          
and they are claiming when the                                                  
overflowing scourge                                                             
the coming judgment shall pass through                                          
it                                                                              
shall not come unto us this is their                                            
claim                                                                           
god comes and says therefore saith the                                          
lord god behold i lay in zion a                                                 
foundation stone a tried stone a                                                
precious stone                                                                  
so uh judgment                                                                  
will i lay on the line go go with him                                           
instead of uh with your own                                                     
um hopes there now let's go back to                                             
25 verse 4 for thou has been a strength                                         
to the poor a strength for the needy                                            
okay a refuge from the storm uh win the                                         
blast of the terrible ones is a storm                                           
against the wall                                                                
now i think that uh there there is a                                            
connection here obviously i'm not taking                                        
it in context and i would want to do so                                         
to                                                                              
to know this for sure but the hottie                                            
in chapter 28 are saying                                                        
we will stand firm                                                              
the poor in chapter 25 the                                                      
needy he becomes the refuge they say                                            
we can't stand firm we've got to hide                                           
between him i i think that uh very                                              
likely there is that connection that                                            
could be made                                                                   
by the way uh goes even with the sermon                                         
on the mount as                                                                 



jesus says remember blessed are the poor                                        
in spirit for theirs is the kingdom of                                          
heaven                                                                          
that ties perfectly into prophetic                                              
literature                                                                      
and uh it's what we see jesus uh                                                
speaking of and uh promoting there                                              
uh through that i appreciate uh all of                                          
that uh okay                                                                    
uh i'm gonna save this question donald                                          
could you sometimes do sometime do a                                            
review of terence mclean's book                                                 
jesus wasn't talking to you i i will                                            
i've got the book                                                               
uh and i will do that uh i'm gonna                                              
i'm gonna save that there okay uh ah                                            
now one more i'm gonna this is the last                                         
one for today i promise it goes                                                 
with a previous question about fear and                                         
christians having fear                                                          
how do you stop being afraid of the us                                          
becoming communist                                                              
i haven't uh i have that fear                                                   
i think it might not call itself                                                
communist but a skunk by any other name                                         
is still a skunk isn't it                                                       
and there is so much                                                            
uh activity today for example i think in                                        
the democratic party                                                            
uh they are closer to                                                           
the soviet union pre you know                                                   
free fall they're closer to the soviet                                          
union than they are to the united states                                        
of america                                                                      
and and they are getting                                                        
i heard just about this much of biden's                                         
speech                                                                          
yesterday i couldn't see it but it sure                                         
looked like i was just listening on the                                         
radio it looked like he was                                                     
reading from a teleprompter but                                                 
as he was reading that he got into the                                          
part about health care                                                          
and he threw out the warm fuzzies                                               
my my daddy he used to say joey boy                                             
you know when i'm down at the factory                                           
punching in my card working hard                                                
all day i just why i want you to keep                                           
the faith                                                                       
keep the faith joey boy that's what                                             
daddy used to say right before mama                                             
would bring in                                                                  
apple pie now                                                                   
that that worries me                                                            
why because trump's a little caustic                                            
uh doesn't i'm not scared of that but                                           
some people are and there's a                                                   
big portion of the united states that                                           
that loves to be fed                                                            
you know some more milk and uh                                                  
that's what he was serving up and oh                                            
my goodness his daddy was blue collar                                           



and called him                                                                  
joey boy and they just were they're just                                        
good americans and he lost his son to                                           
cancer                                                                          
and and and what they don't say is okay                                         
maybe i like the guy i don't know if                                            
if he'd ever come out maybe he is a nice                                        
guy i don't know                                                                
um but honestly                                                                 
frankly i'm never gonna have lunch with                                         
the guy                                                                         
what a difference does it make if he's                                          
nice or if he's not nice                                                        
what are his policies his policies                                              
are take that blue-collar worker like                                           
daddy                                                                           
and his little joey boy and put them                                            
in in in servitude                                                              
forever don't ever let them get out of                                          
there                                                                           
make them dependent upon the government                                         
and man huge strides being taken there                                          
and uh i i really think that christians                                         
today                                                                           
should be afraid of the united states                                           
becoming communist on my                                                        
personal facebook page uh just this                                             
morning i um                                                                    
shared a youtube video that uh well i i                                         
usually don't watch long youtube videos                                         
and i was doing several other things had                                        
it kind of playing in the background but                                        
it was walter cronkite                                                          
uh looking back over the year 1976                                              
and the uh specifically over the                                                
celebration                                                                     
of uh the um                                                                    
the bicentennial and you know i mean the                                        
mid 70s weren't the greatest time in                                            
america but even just to look at that                                           
you become nostalgic at our country used                                        
to be something                                                                 
even in the dark days of the 70s our                                            
country was something                                                           
and now look at what it's become                                                
uh it is frightening i think we ought to                                        
uh stranger things have happened but                                            
it's probably the lord doesn't come                                             
it's probably 40 50 60 70 80 years                                              
before it turns                                                                 
and you know 70 years for the soviet                                            
union and the eastern bloc                                                      
behind the iron curtain cuba                                                    
really still in it china                                                        
has been what 60 years i don't know uh                                          
that uh they've been under that                                                 
oppression                                                                      
and it takes that long for a society the                                        
world's not gonna come rescue us                                                
that ain't gonna happen uh so                                                   
i think we ought to be afraid there okay                                        
i uh am                                                                         



just uh totally out of time                                                     
um and                                                                          
john there's a good one isn't the fear                                          
of god the beginning of wisdom                                                  
um i i do think                                                                 
yeah in that sense uh to in fact i think                                        
when we talked about this a couple of                                           
weeks ago                                                                       
a reverence a fear of electricity                                               
we ought to have that said                                                      
i am surrounded by electricity right                                            
here i got all sorts of lights and                                              
sound and everything else i'm not afraid                                        
of electricity i have a fear of                                                 
electricity                                                                     
but that is the beginning of wisdom                                             
so in that sense very much and                                                  
and uh to have that kind of                                                     
respect and reverence for god which                                             
certainly we see in paul                                                        
paul almost cannot mention jesus christ                                         
without stopping and singing a song                                             
read his work sometime he just says you                                         
know or or god                                                                  
you know whatever uh you know thanks be                                         
to god                                                                          
to god the father oh who gave us every                                          
rich blessing in the heavenlies and                                             
i mean he just begins to go on and he                                           
every time he mentions god or jesus he                                          
stops and sings a song basically                                                
uh that kind of uh fear i                                                       
uh i do think that uh we should have uh                                         
uh                                                                              
i said i was gonna go but then i forgot                                         
i had to look at facebook                                                       
uh duane says do you believe that paul                                          
once kinda                                                                      
i think he had an experience on the road                                        
to damascus                                                                     
that converted him to                                                           
walk in this is saul the apostle                                                
obviously                                                                       
saul who wasn't the apostle converted                                           
saul of tarsus                                                                  
into a believer in jesus as messiah                                             
that jesus was the jewish messiah coming                                        
to establish the jewish kingdom and he                                          
began to teach                                                                  
all of the things of the kingdom just                                           
like peter was now if you call that a                                           
conversion                                                                      
okay um he certainly was converted like                                         
we would call it                                                                
uh when the mystery was revealed to him                                         
and he became the pattern                                                       
and the example for all who would uh                                            
come after so really once and i would                                           
put it there at that later time                                                 
rather than at the road to uh the                                               
damascus experience but if you count                                            
both of those                                                                   



then uh indeed you do have to take all                                          
of that                                                                         
okay i uh have gone over time remember                                          
everything's 20                                                                 
off at dispensational publishing                                                
remember tonight at 6 p.m i'll be online                                        
teaching the gospel of uh                                                       
john looking forward to that and uh                                             
we'll be back tomorrow with a full                                              
schedule as well with ask the theologian                                        
with uh                                                                         
our ezekiel study tomorrow night at 7 pm                                        
and uh looking forward to all the fun                                           
randywhiteministries.org                                                        
dispensationalpublishing.com                                                    
you're the best and i friends shall                                             
see you soon                                                                    
you                                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


